ITEM # 2010

DURAPLUS FINISH
Brillo Final

DESCRIPTION:

Tests on high traffic floors show that this floor polish provides a gloss higher than that of any floor polish available,
plus wear properties that give the polish a “floor-life” dramatically superior to formulations based on conventional,
“high-gloss” polymers. This floor polish achieves the “wetlook” gloss with the use of low and high speed spray buff
as well as with ultra high speed burnish equipment.
The gloss retention and black heel mark and scuff resistance of this floor polish permit a floor polish user to realize substantial labor savings. These savings result from
a decrease in the need to spray buff, burnish or recoat as
frequently. And above all, the extraordinary wear properties of this product allow the frequency of floor stripping
operations to be reduced.

CAUTIONS:

Do not ingest. If this occurs, drink large amounts of water
or milk. If splashed on skin or into eyes, flush with water
for 15 minutes. Avoid storage of this product in areas exposed to freezing temperatures. Triple rinseempty container and discard in an authorized landfill site.
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DIRECTIONS:

As with any floor finish or wax, proper surface preparation
is essential for best results.
1. Use a good chemical stripper to remove all old wax and
finish.
2. Rinse well and allow to air dry. This is one of the most
important steps.
3. Burnish floor with a buffing pad. This step may be omitted, but will provide a better surface and improve wear
of finished product.
4. Using a clean mop dampened with clear water and
wrung almost dry, lightly go over floor surface to pick
up any dust from the burnishing operation.
5. At this point, apply one thin coat of a high quality wateremulsion floor sealer. Allow to dry.
6. Using a lamb’s wool (or synthetic fiber) wax applicator
or clean string mop, apply in a thin, even film. Apply in
one direction only. Allow to dry about 30 to 45 minutes.
When dry, buff the surface with a buffing pad. Apply
second coat after about 30 minutes. If possible, do not
buff this second coat for 24 hours, but surface may be
walked on at this point. Buff second coat to a beautiful,
high gloss.
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